PART 411—COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS OF UNITED STATES CURRENCY


Source: 61 FR 27281, May 31, 1996, unless otherwise noted.

§ 411.1 Color illustrations authorized.

(a) Notwithstanding any provision of chapter 25 of Title 18 of the U.S. Code, authority is hereby given for the printing, publishing or importation, or the making or importation of the necessary plates or items for such printing or publishing, of color illustrations of U.S. currency provided that:

(1) The illustration be of a size less than three-fourths or more than one and one-half, in linear dimension, of each part of any matter so illustrated;

(2) The illustration be one-sided; and

(3) All negatives, plates, positives, digitized storage medium, graphic files, magnetic medium, optical storage devices, and any other thing used in the making of the illustration that contain an image of the illustration or any part thereof shall be destroyed and/or deleted or erased after their final use in accordance with this section.

(b) [Reserved]

PART 413—CLOSURE OF STREETS NEAR THE WHITE HOUSE

Sec. 413.1 Closure of streets.

31 CFR Ch. IV (7–1–10 Edition)

413.2 Coordination with other authorities.


Source: 60 FR 27885, May 26, 1995, unless otherwise noted.

§ 413.1 Closure of streets.

(a) District of Columbia. The following streets in the District of Columbia are closed to public vehicular traffic:

(1) The segment of Pennsylvania Avenue, Northwest, situated between Madison Place, Northwest, and Seventeenth Street, Northwest;

(2) The 1600 block of State Place, Northwest, situated between Seventeenth Street, Northwest, and the White House Complex;

(3) The segment of South Executive Avenue that connects to the 1600 block of State Place, Northwest.

(b) Authorized access. The streets described in paragraph (a) shall remain open to public pedestrian use, official use of the United States, and authorized vehicular access for ingress and egress to the White House Complex and adjacent Federal Buildings.

§ 413.2 Coordination with other authorities.

Nothing in §413.1 shall be in derogation of any authority conferred upon the Secretary of the Interior, the Secretary of the Treasury or the Director, United States Secret Service.